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Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for guidelines and details before filling this form.
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A. Administrative
1. Title: Proposal to Encode North Indic Number Forms in ISO/IEC 10646
2. Requester’s name: University of California, Berkeley Script Encoding Initiative (Universal Scripts Project);
author: Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu)
3. Requester type (Member Body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Liaison contribution
4. Submission date: October 7, 2007
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable): N/A
6. Choose one of the following:
(a) This is a complete proposal: Yes
(b) or, More information will be provided later: No
B. Technical - General
1. Choose one of the following:
(a) This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): Yes
i. Proposed name of script: Common Indic Number Forms
(b) The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: No
i. Name of the existing block: N/A
2. Number of characters in proposal: 10
3. Proposed category: A - Contemporary
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided?: Yes
(a) If Yes, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?:
Yes
(b) Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?: Yes
5. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for
publishing the standard?: Anshuman Pandey; True Type
(a) If available now, identify source(s) for the font and indicate the tools used: The font contains normalized
forms of characters found in hand-written and printed documents. It was drawn by Anshuman Pandey
using Metafont and converted to True Type format using FontForge.
6. References:
(a) Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?: Yes
(b) Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed
characters attached?: Yes
7. Special encoding issues:
(a) Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation,
sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes; see text of the
proposal.
8. Additional Information: Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the pro-
posed Character(s) or Script that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the pro-
posed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency
information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing be-
haviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equiv-
alence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org
for such information on other scripts. Also see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and associ-
ated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for
inclusion in the Unicode Standard. Character properties, numeric information, and currency information are
included.
1 Form number: N3102-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09,
2003-11, 2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03)
C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?: Yes; this proposal is a revision of “Proposal
to Encode North Indian Accounting Signs in Plane 1 of ISO/IEC 10646” (L2/07-139 and L2/07-139R).
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script
or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes
(a) If Yes, with whom?: Madhav Deshpande (Professor, University of Michigan, mmdesh@umich.edu)
i. If Yes, available relevant documents: N/A
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information
technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes
(a) Reference: The proposed characters were in common use. See text of proposal.
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare): Common
(a) Reference: These characters were used for writing currency, weight, measurement, time, and notations
of other quantities in several contemporary and historical north Indic scripts.
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?: Yes.
(a) If Yes, where? Reference: Although the use of the character has diminished since the 1950s, they are
attested in written and printed materials through at least the 1970s, and appear in newspapers as late
as 2004.
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in
the BMP?: No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character se-
quence? No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?: N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters
or other proposed characters? No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing charac-
ter? Yes
(a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes
i. If Yes, reference: See the paragraphs labeled “Homoglyphs” in the description of each character.
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and
4.14 in ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)? No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale for such use provided? N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
(b) Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? No
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics? No
(a) If Yes, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary): N/A
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)? No
(a) If Yes, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified? N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A
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1 Introduction
Purpose This is a proposal to encode number forms and unit marks found in north Indic scripts in the
Universal Character Set (UCS) (ISO/IEC 10646). The intent is to provide a set of characters commonly used
for writing fractions and currency, weight, measure, time, and notations of other quantities in contemporary
and historical north Indic scripts.
Description The number forms and unit marks belong to a numeric notation system used in the area of
modern north India and Pakistan, or the region encompassing Sindh to the west, Bihar to the east, Kashmir
to the north, and Maharashtra to the south. The characters are also attested in some areas of Nepal.1 The
numeric notation system to which the characters belong is orthographically distinct from other systems
found in South Asia. The characters were used with the Devanagari, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, Kaithi, Landa,
Mahajani, Maithili, Modi, and Takri scripts, as well as with various commercial short-hands and minor
regional scripts. Although the characters were included in the repertoires of several scripts across a wide
geographic expanse, their forms, meanings, and usage remained consistent. The orthography of the numeric
notation system also remained uniform across scripts.
Name On account of the common typology and semantics of the north Indic number forms and unit marks,
they are proposed for inclusion in the UCS as a single set to be encoded in an independent block. The block
is named “Common Indic Number Forms” and the descriptive name of the proposed characters is “North
Indic”.2 The name “North Indic” is a technical descriptor that affirms the genetic affiliation of the number
forms with scripts descended from the northern styles of Brahmi, or the north Indic scripts.
Allocation The north Indic number forms are to be encoded in the “Common Indic Number Forms” block,
which is allocated in the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP) (Plane 0) at the range U+A830..U+A83F.3 This
single column (16 code-points) is sufficient for encoding the characters, and offers space to accommodate
the inclusion of additional characters.
Classification The north Indic number forms may be categorized as elements of a “Category A” (contem-
porary) or a “Category B.1” (specialized) script, as per the criteria specified in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
N3002.4
Justification An encoding for north Indic number forms and unit marks in the UCS will benefit users who
require the ability to accurately represent numeric notation and number forms found in materials written
and printed in north Indic scripts. Based on the ubiquity of the number forms and unit marks in historical
and contemporary scripts, it is necessary to identify the characters in electronic plain-text for the purpose of
preserving source materials and reproducing and representing such materials in digital media.
The north Indic number forms and unit marks constitute a specialized set of characters. Unlike the fraction
signs, currency marks, and other unit marks encoded within specific Indic script blocks, the north Indic
characters are not associated with any single script. Rather, the number forms and unit marks were added to
the repertoire of various scripts and the shapes of the forms were maintained. For this reason, the characters
are to be allocated in an independent block, not within existing script or number-forms blocks.
An independent allocation of the number forms in the “Common Indic Number Forms” block will distin-
guish the characters as part of a specialized set, reflective of a particular orthographic system. Such an
1 Money, 1942: viii. 2 A previous version of this proposal suggested the name “North Indian Accounting Signs.” The term
“Number Forms” is more technically appropriate and is conformant with the naming conventions for similar characters already
encoded in the UCS, such as the “Number Forms” supplement for Latin (U+2150..U+218F). 3 Everson, et al., 2007. 4 Inter-
national Organization for Standardization, 2005: 4.
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allocation will faciliate identification of the characters and indicate that they are a general supplement to the
north Indic scripts. The unified encoding of the north Indic number forms within an independent block will
faciliate their use across writing systems in a manner reflective of historical and contemporary practices.
2 Acknowledgments
This project was made possible in part by a grant from the United States National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), which funded the Universal Scripts Project (part of the Script Encoding Initiative at the
University of California, Berkeley).
3 Proposal History
Many of the north Indic number forms and unit marks were initially proposed for inclusion in the UCS as
part of the Kaithi script block in L2/05-343.5 Additional research indicated that, in addition to Kaithi, these
signs were also used with regularity in other north Indic scripts. For this reason, the relevant characters were
removed from the Kaithi proposal and proposed for separate encoding.
This proposal is a revision of the document submitted to the Unicode Technical Committee (UTC), ti-
tled “Proposal to Encode North Indian Accounting Signs in Plane 1 of ISO/IEC 10646” (L2/07-139 and
L2/07-139R; ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 N3312). The UTC accepted L2/07-139R on May 18, 2007, except
for three independent fractions, which were determined to be composite characters (see section 5.1). The
characters were tentatively allocated to the existing “Number Forms” block (U+2150). The present author
made a recommendation for re-allocation in an independent block in “Towards an Encoding for North Indic
Number Forms in the UCS” (L2/07-238; ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 N3334). The UTC accepted the recom-
mendations made in L2/07-238 on August 9, 2007 and allocated the characters in a new block to be named
“Common Indic Number Forms” at U+A830 in the BMP.6
4 Characters Proposed
There are ten characters proposed as part of the “Common Indic Number Forms block.” Included in this set
are six fraction signs, one quarter mark, one placeholder mark, one currency mark, and one quantity mark:
ã u+A830 north indic fraction one quarter
ä u+A831 north indic fraction one half
å u+A832 north indic fraction three quarters
à u+A833 north indic fraction one sixteenth
á u+A834 north indic fraction one eighth
â u+A835 north indic fraction three sixteenths
æ u+A836 north indic quarter mark
û u+A837 north indic placeholder mark
î u+A838 north indic rupee mark
÷ u+A839 north indic quantity mark
The signs and their properties are discussed throughout the proposal and given in the Unicode Character
Database format in Table 1.
5 Pandey, 2005. 6 Everson, 2007; United States National Body, ISO, 2007: 2.
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Other signs for denoting weights and measures have been identified and are discussed in section 6. As there
is insufficient information regarding the use of these signs, they are not presently proposed for inclusion in
the “Common Indic Number Forms” block. If and when information about these signs becomes available
and if additional signs are later identified, proposals for their inclusion in the block will be submitted for
formal review. The characters proposed here are sufficient for the encoding and processing of numeric
notation in Indic documents.
4.1 Basis for Character Shapes
All of the north Indic number forms proposed here are found in both written and printed materials. The font
for the number forms was drawn by Anshuman Pandey. The digitized letterforms were designed to express
fidelity to the forms of characters as found in metal fonts.
5 Overview of the Number Forms and Unit Marks
The ubiquity of the north Indic number forms and unit marks is evidenced from their presence in documents
ranging from newspapers to product catalogues; from legal documents to accounting records; from school
primers to scribal handbooks; and personal records and correspondence. Moreover, the characters were
described in grammar texts, which suggests that they and the numeric notation system of which they were
part were considered a rudimentary part of the orthography of the given languages.
The use of the number forms, unit marks, and the associated numeric notation system diminished in the latter
half of the 20th century when India changed its currency system. On April 1, 1957, India introduced a new
coinage system called “Naya Paisa” (nyA p{sA), which is based on the decimal system.7 The adoption of
the metric system of weights and measures on October 1, 1958 also reduced the use of the historical number
forms.8 The change of the currency from base-16 to base-10 and the adoption of the metric system rendered
the number forms and unit marks obsolete. The use of the number forms and unit marks in writing and print
continued through the 1970s. The fraction signs are still used today in a limited capacity in advertisements
and in other specialized contexts.
5.1 Fraction Signs
Description The fraction signs were used to write currency, weight, measure, time, and other units. The
signs represent fraction values of a base-16 notation system. The fraction signs appear in both written and
printed materials. Their use in written documents is attested to at least the 16th century ce and in texts
printed as late as 1970. The signs are still used in a limited capacity; for example, they were used in a
Gujarati newspaper from 2004 to write time notations (see Figure 29). The fraction signs are part of the
glyph set of metal fonts such as Nirnaya-Sagar Pica No. 1 (see Figure 27) and Monotype Devanagari (see
Figure 28).
The fractions are written as follows:
à 1⁄16 ãà 5⁄16 [= 1⁄4 + 1⁄16] äà 9⁄16 [= 1⁄2 + 1⁄16] åà 13⁄16 [= 3⁄4 + 1⁄16]
á 1⁄8 ( 2⁄16) ãá 6⁄16 [= 1⁄4 + 1⁄8] äá 5⁄8 ( 10⁄16) [= 1⁄2 + 1⁄8] åá 7⁄8 ( 14⁄16) [= 3⁄4 + 1⁄8]
â 3⁄16 ãâ 7⁄16 [= 1⁄4 + 3⁄16] äâ 11⁄16 [= 1⁄2 + 3⁄16] åâ 15⁄16 [= 3⁄4 + 3⁄16]
ã 1⁄4 ( 4⁄16) ä 1⁄2 ( 8⁄16) å 3⁄4 ( 12⁄16) 1 1
7 Porˇízka, 1972: 513. 8 Porˇízka, 1972: 304.
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Typology The 15 fractions are written using six elemental forms. All fractions can be created from these
six through an additive process. Only these six elemental forms are proposed for encoding in the UCS:
ã u+A830 north indic fraction one quarter
ä u+A831 north indic fraction one half
å u+A832 north indic fraction three quarters
à u+A833 north indic fraction one sixteenth
á u+A834 north indic fraction one eighth
â u+A835 north indic fraction three sixteenths
Theoretically, even these six forms can be reduced to the two primitives à north indic fraction one
sixteenth and ã north indic fraction one quarter. The four other elemental forms may be considered
as composite characters created from sequences of these primitives. For example, ä north indic fraction
one half may be composed by writing north indic fraction one quarter twice as ã + ã = ä. Similarily,
â north indic fraction three sixteenths may be composed by writing north indic fraction one
sixteenth three times as à + à + à = â. The traditional practice, however, is to consider these six elemental
fraction signs as precomposed signs, and they appear as such in the metal fonts of various scripts. The forms
of the fractions are uniform across north Indic scripts.
Names The fraction signs one-quarter (ã), one-half (ä), and three-quarters (å) have unique names in north
Indic languages. In Hindi, the names are pa¯o (pAao) or pa¯v (pAv), a¯dha¯ (aADA), and paune (pOn˜), respec-
tively. In Gujarati, the names are pa¯ (nÉ) or pa¯o (nÉçm), a¯dho (çÉÊm) or ardho (çÊmá), and pon
.
o (nmÐm) (see
section 7.1 for further details).
Properties The fraction signs belong to the Unicode general category “Number, Other” (No). The ap-
propriate numeric value is assigned to each sign: “ 1⁄16” for north indic fraction one sixteenth, “ 1⁄2”
for north indic fraction one half, etc. The fraction signs are always written left-to-right and have
bidirectional values of “Left-to-Right” (L).
Orthography The vertical fraction signs are always written before the angled fraction signs. For example,
the fraction 5⁄8 is correctly written as äá, not as áä. The vertical alignment of the angled fraction signs vary
in written and printed texts. In some texts they are vertically centered along the x-height, in other texts they
are aligned at the top. The latter practice is followed here.
Variants Variant forms exist for north indic fraction one sixteenth, north indic fraction one
eighth, and north indic fraction three sixteenths. These fractions are also written horizontally
instead of at an angle: à may be written as ü; á as ý; and â as þ (see Figure 13).
Homoglyphs The form of ã north indic fraction one quarter and ä north indic fraction one
half resemble the signs dan
.
d
.
a¯ and double dan
.
d
.
a¯. Sequences consisting of a digit followed by a dan
.
d
.
a¯ are
used as labels in enumerated lists in Devanagari similar to the practice in Latin of writing digit + period; for
example ‘2.’ (u+0968 devanagari digit two + u+0964 devanagari danda) represents “item No
¯
2.” In
isolation, such a sequence might also represent the fraction 2 1⁄4, written as ‘2ã’ (u+0968 devanagari digit
two + north indic fraction one quarter). The proper meaning of such sequences, however, is apparent
from context. Among signs used in other Indic systems of numeric notation, north indic fraction one
quarter resembles  u+09F7 bengali currency numerator four.
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Independent Forms The signs for the fractions 1⁄4, 1⁄2, and 3⁄4 some times take different forms when they
are written independently. These independent forms were used more generally in Maharashtra and Gujarat,
and they appear in materials written and printed in the Devanagari (Figure 16) and Gujarati (Figure 3)
scripts. The independent fraction signs are created by writing mid-point dots to the left and right of the
regular fraction signs. One-quarter is represented as ø; one-half is represented as ù; and three-quarters
is represented as ú. The independent fraction signs are not used for writing mixed fractions and are not
written with currency or quantity marks. For example, “4 a¯na¯s” may be written as ø and as ãî, but never
as øî; “3 rupaya¯ and 8 a¯na¯s” is written as 3äî and as 3äæ (using the north indic quarter mark), never as
3ùî or as 3ù.
There are variant methods of writing the independent fraction signs. One is to write the regular fraction
signs after the digit zero with no dots, as 0ã, 0ä, and 0å (see Figure 4). The other is to write the dots at the
baseline instead of at the middle of the sign, as .ã. , .ä. , and .å. (see Figure 17). The latter method appears
to be a substitute for the lack of appropriate glyphs for independent fraction signs in a font. A third method
might be to write the signs as composite characters with the north indic quarter mark: æãæ, æäæ, and æåæ.
The independent fractions signs are not proposed for encoding because they could be considered composite
characters that may be formed from the above fraction signs and dot characters already encoded in UCS.
5.2 Quarter Mark
æ u+A836 north indic quarter mark
Description The quarter mark is used for explicitly indicating the fraction signs for 1⁄4, 1⁄2, and 3⁄4 in cases
where ambiguity might arise. For instance, the weight value ÷åâ would typically denote “15 chat
.
a¯m
.
k.”
However, in some regional orthographies the weight units ser and chat
.
a¯m
.
k are not separated by the quantity
mark. Thus, the form ÷åâ could represent three different values: ã + äâ (“ten ser and eleven chat
.
a¯m
.
k”); ä +
ãâ (“twenty ser and seven chat
.
a¯m
.
k”); and å + â (“thirty ser and three chat
.
a¯m
.
k”). In such cases the quarter
mark would be written after the ser unit to indicate the specific value of the quantity. Thus, ÷ãæäâ, ÷äæãâ,
and ÷åæâ for the above forms, respectively. See section 5.5 for additional information.
Properties The north indic quarter mark belongs to the Unicode general category “Symbol, Other”
(No). It has a bidirectional value of “Left-to-Right” (L).
Orthography The quarter mark is written after north indic fraction one quarter, north indic frac-
tion one half, or north indic fraction three quarters. Grierson shows the use of the quarter mark
to denote quarter units of the chat
.
a¯m
.
k weight unit:9
The same practice is used for writing kat
.
t
.
ha¯ measurement values:10
The use of the quarter mark is not mandatory. In illustrating the writing of ser values, Grierson shows the
quarter mark used for writing the quantity “10 ser,” but not for “20 ser” and “30 ser”:11
9 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV. 10 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV. 11 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV.
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Homoglyphs The quarter mark resembles the digit zero as found in Indic scripts and  u+0970 devana-
gari abbreviation sign. Among other signs used in different Indic numeric notation systems, it resembles
 u+09F9 bengali currency denominator sixteen. The rules for the use of north indic quarter
mark are different from that of u+09F9 bengali currency denominator sixteen. Figure 31 shows
u+09F9 bengali currency denominator sixteen used as a mark for writing a¯na¯ currency values.
The north indic quarter mark does not have such a function. Moreover, unlike the dot used in writing
independent fraction signs, the quarter mark is a contextually and semantically distinct character in that it is
written only with the signs that represent the fractions 1⁄4, 1⁄2, and 3⁄4.
Variants The quarter mark may also be written as a closed dot, as is done with the independent fraction
signs. The following example of Kaithi text shows the use of fraction signs to write rupaya¯ and a¯na¯ values.12
The circled portion indicates the value 17äæ “17 rupaya¯, 8 a¯na¯.”
5.3 Placeholder Mark
û u+A837 north indic placeholder mark
Description The placeholder mark is used to indicate the absence of a unit. It appears in written and
printed texts, primarily in Maharashtra, where it is known as a¯l
.
ı¯ (aA›F) or al
.
ı¯ (a›F), and in Gujarati13 It
was a common sign in the Modi script and appears in Peshwa records of the Maratha dynasty from at least
the 16th century ce (see Figure 26). The placeholder mark appears in metal fonts such as Nirnaya-Sagar
Pica No. 1 (Figure 27), Monotype Devanagari (Figure 28), and Vijapure Devanagari.14
Properties The placeholder mark belongs to the Unicode general category “Symbol, Other” (So). It has a
bidirectional value of “Left-to-Right” (L).
Orthography The placeholder mark is reserved for marking the absence of intermediate units, such as the
pavalı¯ unit of the Maharashtran currency system. For example, the notation 2ûá represents the value “2
rupaya¯ and 2 a¯na¯,” where the placeholder mark indicates “0 pavalı¯” (see Figure 18). If a quantity contains
pavalı¯, but no rupaya¯, then the placeholder mark is written after a zero: 0û2 “0 rupaya¯ and 2 pavalı¯.”
Variants The placeholder mark has historical variants in Maharashtra and Gujarat, which may reflect
forms used in Modi (see Figure 19). The form that appears in Devanagari metal fonts is proposed here as
the modern standard form.
12 Grierson, 1899: Plate X. 13 Molesworth, 1857: 58. 14 Naik, 1971: 330.
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5.4 Currency Mark
î u+A838 north indic rupee mark
Description The north indic rupee mark was used for writing currency notations. The sign appears in
both written and printed materials. The use of the quantity mark was not mandatory. When the sign was not
used, the different currency units were still distinguishable by the method of writing the units. The semantics
of the north Indic rupee mark are similar to the Bengali rupee mark, which is encoded in the Bengali block
as   u+09F2 bengali rupee mark.
Properties The north indic rupee mark belongs to the Unicode general category “Symbol, Currency”
(Sc). It is a non-combining sign. The mark has a bidirectional value of “European Number Terminator”
(ET), similar to other currency marks encoded in the UCS.
Typology The north indic rupee mark is not a subtending character; that is, its left-ward downstroke
does not extend beneath the entire width of the numeric sequence that is it written after. It typically extends
beneath the digit it is immediately written after: 536î not 536 î. In written materials, the length of the
left-ward stroke may vary and may extend to the right margin of the numeric sequence with which the mark
is written. This is a swash feature. The mark has a fixed-length in printed documents.
Currency Notation The north Indic currency system is traditionally based on the unit of the rupaya¯
(zpyA), normally Anglicized as “rupee.” The rupaya¯ is comprised of smaller units called the a¯na¯ (aAnA);
there are 16 a¯na¯ in 1 rupaya¯. The a¯na¯ consists of smaller units called the pa¯ı¯ (pAI); there are 12 pa¯ı¯ in 1
a¯na¯.
The manner of writing a¯na¯ and pa¯ı¯ differ by region. The conventional method is to use fraction signs for
writing both units (see Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 20, and Figure 24). Another method uses a
combination of fractions and digits. This method is less common and appears to be a regional preference
(see Figure 18 and Figure 21).
• The rupaya¯ is indicated with digits and is written before the rupee mark: 3î “3 rupaya¯.”
• The a¯na¯ is typically written using fraction signs and is placed before the rupee mark (see Figure 2):
1 a¯na¯ àî 5 a¯na¯ ãàî 9 a¯na¯ äàî 13 a¯na¯ åàî
2 a¯na¯ áî 6 a¯na¯ ãáî 10 a¯na¯ äáî 14 a¯na¯ åáî
3 a¯na¯ âî 7 a¯na¯ ãâî 11 a¯na¯ äâî 15 a¯na¯ åâî
4 a¯na¯ ãî 8 a¯na¯ äî 12 a¯na¯ åî 1 rupaya¯ 1î
• The pa¯ı¯ is typically written using fraction signs and is written after the rupee mark:
1 pa¯ı¯ îà 4 pa¯ı¯ îãà 7 pa¯ı¯ îäà 10 pa¯ı¯ îåà
2 pa¯ı¯ îá 5 pa¯ı¯ îãá 8 pa¯ı¯ îäá 11 pa¯ı¯ îåá
3 pa¯ı¯ îã 6 pa¯ı¯ îä 9 pa¯ı¯ îå 1 a¯na¯ àî
Another method uses a combination of fraction signs and digits:
1 pa¯ı¯ î1 4 pa¯ı¯ îã1 7 pa¯ı¯ îä1 10 pa¯ı¯ îå1
2 pa¯ı¯ î2 5 pa¯ı¯ îã2 8 pa¯ı¯ îä2 11 pa¯ı¯ îå2
3 pa¯ı¯ îã 6 pa¯ı¯ îä 9 pa¯ı¯ îå 1 a¯na¯ àî
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• There are regional methods of grouping a¯na¯ and pa¯ı¯ into intermediate units. Throughout north India,
there is a unit called the paisa¯ (p{sA), which is equal to four pa¯ı¯.15 Thus, îã 3 pa¯ı¯ = 1 paisa¯; îä 6 pa¯ı¯
= 2 paisa¯; îå 9 pa¯ı¯ = 3 paisa¯; and 4 paisa¯ = 1 a¯na¯. The quantity îäá represents both “8 pa¯ı¯” and “2
paisa¯, 2 pa¯ı¯.”
In Maharashtra, there is an intermediate unit called the pavalı¯ (pvlF), which comprises 4 a¯na¯. There
are 4 pavalı¯ in 1 rupaya¯.16 Thus, the quantity åàî represents both “13 a¯na¯” and “3 pavalı¯, 1 a¯na¯.”
Variants The north indic rupee mark appears in several printed texts as a mark resembling the Latin
) u+0029 right parenthesis. In many cases, the mark actually is the right-parenthesis, which is used as
a substitute for the rupee mark when the appropriate character is absent from a given font. This mark is a
variant form of the north indic rupee mark, not an independent or script-specific mark. The use of the
right-parenthesis is evidenced in texts printed in Devanagari (Figure 6) and Gurmukhi (Figure 7). In these
figures, the right-parentheses represents both its original function as well as the rupee mark. A comparison
of the dual use of the right-parenthesis within a single specimen indicates that the right-parenthesis used in
both contexts is the same character. Figure 25 shows the rupee mark in typeset Devanagari text as it should
appear and as it is proposed here.
Modern Notation India converted its currency system to a decimal system in 1957. The system is based
on the two units, paisa¯ and rupaya¯. There are 100 paisa¯ in 1 rupaya¯, instead of the previous 16 a¯na¯ and
64 pa¯ı¯. Since decimalization, the use of the north indic rupee mark and fraction signs has diminished.
Currency is now written using digits and the rupee mark has been replaced with the abbreviation ‘Rs.’
u+20A8 rupee sign (‘Re.’ is used for a single rupee). Rupee is now indicated in Indic scripts as the
syllable ru, which is an abbreviation for rupaya¯; for example, Devanagari zpyA is abbreviated z. Script-
specific rupee signs for Bengali, Gujarati, and Tamil are already encoded in the UCS:  u+09F3 bengali
rupee sign, u+0AF1 gujarati rupee sign, and	 u+0BF9 tamil rupee sign. The rupee signs are
generally written before the currency value. The rupee signs are not mandatory and there is great variation
in separating currency units, eg. using a solidus, dash, period, and other Latin punctuation (see Figure 24).
5.5 Quantity Mark
÷ u+A839 north indic quantity mark
Description The north indic quantity mark was used for writing quantities of weights and measures.
This sign appears in both written and printed materials. The use of the quantity mark is not standard.
Quantities of Weights and measures are also written without the sign, and constituent units of the quantities
are distinguished through orthography. The quantity mark is part of the glyph sets of metal fonts such as
Nirnaya-Sagar Pica No. 1 (see Figure 27) and Monotype Devanagari (see Figure 28). An example of the
mark in printed Devanagari text is given in Figure 25.
Properties The north indic quantity mark belongs to the Unicode general category “Symbol, Other”
(So). It is a non-combining character. Although used for writing weights and measures, it functions like a
currency mark. It has the bidirectional value of “European Number Terminator” (ET).
Typology The north indic quantity mark is not a subtending character; that is, its left-ward down-
stroke does not extend beneath the entire width of the numeric sequence that is it written after. It typically
extends beneath the digit it is immediately written after: 536÷ not 536 ÷. In written materials, the length of
15 In British grammars, pa¯ı¯ is called ‘pie’ (and its plural ‘pies’) and paisa¯ is referred to as ‘pice.’ 16 Darby, 1915: 105.
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the left-ward stroke may vary and may extend to the right margin of the numeric sequence with which the
mark is written. This is a swash feature. The mark has a fixed-length in printed documents.
Notation of Weights The traditional north Indic system of weights is based on the man (mn), which is
equal to roughly 40 kilograms. One man is equal to 40 ser (s˜r), and one ser is equal to 16 chat
.
a¯m
.
k (CVA\k).
The manner of writing these units is as follows:
• The man is indicated using digits and is written to the left of the north indic quantity mark: 5÷ “5
man.”
• The ser is written with a combination of digits and fractions, and is placed to the left of the quantity
mark (see Figure 25):
1 ser ÷1 11 ser ã÷1 21 ser ä÷1 31 ser å÷1
2 ser ÷2 12 ser ã÷2 22 ser ä÷2 32 ser å÷2
3 ser ÷3 13 ser ã÷3 23 ser ä÷3 32 ser å÷3
4 ser ÷4 14 ser ã÷4 24 ser ä÷4 32 ser å÷4
5 ser ÷5 15 ser ã÷5 25 ser ä÷5 32 ser å÷5
6 ser ÷6 16 ser ã÷6 26 ser ä÷6 32 ser å÷6
7 ser ÷7 17 ser ã÷7 27 ser ä÷7 32 ser å÷7
8 ser ÷8 18 ser ã÷8 28 ser ä÷8 32 ser å÷8
9 ser ÷9 19 ser ã÷9 29 ser ä÷9 39 ser å÷9
10 ser ã÷ 20 ser ä÷ 30 ser å÷ 1 man 1÷
• The chat
.
a¯m
.
k unit is written with fraction signs and is placed to the right of the quantity mark:
1 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷à 5 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷ãà 9 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷äà 13 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷åà
2 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷á 6 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷ãá 10 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷äá 14 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷åá
3 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷â 7 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷ãâ 11 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷äâ 15 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷åâ
4 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷ã 8 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷ä 12 chat
.
a¯m
.
k ÷å 1 ser ÷1
• There is regional variation in the positioning of the north indic quantity mark in the writing of
ser notation. In addition to the method shown above, another method is to write the entire ser value
to right of the quantity mark: ÷1 (1 ser), ÷ã (10 ser), ÷ã5 (15 ser), ÷ä (20 ser), ÷ä5 (25 ser), ÷å
(30 ser), ÷å5 (35 ser), etc. When ser is written like this, quarter units of chat
.
a¯m
.
k are written with
the north indic quarter mark in order to distinguish ÷ã (10 ser) from ÷ãæ (4 chat
.
a¯m
.
k), ÷ä (20
ser) from ÷äæ (8 chat
.
a¯m
.
k), etc.
• There are regional methods of grouping chat
.
a¯m
.
k into intermediate units. Throughout north India,
there is a unit called the pa¯o (pAao) or pa¯v (pAv), which is equal to 1⁄4 of the unit, or in this case, “4
chat
.
a¯m
.
k.” Thus, the quantity ÷äâ represents both the values “11 chat
.
a¯m
.
k” and “2 pa¯o, 3 chat
.
a¯m
.
k.”
Notation of Measures The system of measure is based on the bı¯gha¯ (bFGA). One bı¯gha¯ is equal to 20
kat
.
t
.
ha¯ (káA), and one kat
.
t
.
ha¯ is equal to 20 dhu¯r (D´r).
• The bı¯gha¯ is indicated using digits.
• The kat
.
t
.
ha¯ is written with a combination of digits and fraction signs, and is placed to the left of the
quantity mark:
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1 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ 1÷ 6 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ã1÷ 11 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ä1÷ 16 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ å1÷
2 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ 2÷ 7 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ã2÷ 12 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ä2÷ 17 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ å2÷
3 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ 3÷ 8 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ã3÷ 13 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ä3÷ 18 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ å3÷
4 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ 4÷ 9 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ã4÷ 14 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ä4÷ 19 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ å4÷
5 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ã÷ 10 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ ä÷ 15 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ å÷ 1 bı¯gha¯ 1
• The dhu¯r is also written with a combination of digits and fractions, and is placed to the right of the
quantity mark:
1 dhu¯r ÷1 6 dhu¯r ÷ã1 11 dhu¯r ÷ä1 16 dhu¯r ÷å1
2 dhu¯r ÷2 7 dhu¯r ÷ã2 12 dhu¯r ÷ä2 17 dhu¯r ÷å2
3 dhu¯r ÷3 8 dhu¯r ÷ã3 13 dhu¯r ÷ä3 18 dhu¯r ÷å3
4 dhu¯r ÷4 9 dhu¯r ÷ã4 14 dhu¯r ÷ä4 19 dhu¯r ÷å4
5 dhu¯r ÷ã 10 dhu¯r ÷ä 15 dhu¯r ÷å 1 kat
.
t
.
ha¯ 1÷
Variants The proposed shape of ÷ is based on the metal type shown in Figure 28 and the example of the
sign shown in Figure 25. Other texts show stylistic variation in the shape of the quantity mark (see section
6 for further discussion).
Homoglyphs The quantity mark resembles _ u+093D devanagari sign avagraha. It is sometimes
indicated by the avagraha in printed texts when the correct glyph is absent from the font (see Figure 21).
The quantity mark, however, is distinct from avagraha, as indicated in Figure 28, which shows both the
quantity mark and the avagraha as glyphs in the Monotype Devanagari font.
6 Characters Not Proposed
George Grierson’s A Handbook to the Kaithi Character shows other marks used for writing quantities for
weights and measures. However, it is unclear whether these marks are independent characters or if they are
variants of the north indic quantity mark. The contexts in which these signs occur strongly suggest that
they are graphical or regional variants of the north indic quantity mark and, therefore, do not require
separate encodings.
6.1 Marks for Units of Weight
In his Hindi grammar, H. C. Scholberg shows the use of north indic quantity mark to write both chat
.
a¯m
.
k
and ser.17 However, Grierson shows the use of seemingly distinct signs for writing these quantities. The
chat
.
a¯m
.
k values are written with the sign ð:18
The ser values are written with the sign ô:19
17 Scholberg, 1940: 90–91. 18 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV. 19 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV.
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While Grierson’s sign ð is identical to ÷ north indic quantity mark, Grierson’s ô is visually distinct
from the ÷ quantity mark. The use of different signs to write chat
.
a¯m
.
k and ser in Grierson’s example is
problematic. The use of such distinct signs within a single specimen suggests that chat
.
a¯m
.
k and ser may
indeed have specific unit signs. Other specimens show consistent use of the quantity mark for writing
various units of weight. Scholberg’s use of north indic quantity mark in print indicates a degree of
standardization of the quantity sign (see Figure 25). Jı¯vana¯tha Ra¯ya’s example of weight notation in the
Maithili script shows the use of the north indic quantity mark for writing kanama¯ and ser values in a
manner consistent with that in Scholberg (see Figure 22). Such consistency across a variety of specimens
suggests that Grierson’s sign ô is idiosyncratic. It is most likely a swash variant of ÷, in which the left-
bound stroke curves upwards and over the body of the sign instead of terminating at the foot of the left
bearing. Although there is insufficient information to confirm the status of ô as either a unique sign or
variant of ÷, the manner of writing ser in Grierson’s example indicates that the ô sign is semantically
identical to ÷ north indic quantity mark. As such, a separate encoding for ô is unnecessary and it can
be unified with north indic quantity mark.
6.2 Marks for Units of Measure
Several specimens describe the notation used for writing units of measure. The system of notation in some
specimens suggests that marks used for indicating units of measures are variant forms of the north indic
quantity mark. Other specimens show what might be considered to be independent signs for units of
measure. There is insufficient information to determine if these signs are distinct signs or if they are variant
forms of the north indic quantity mark.
Grierson shows two marks used for writing the kat
.
t
.
ha¯ and dhu¯r units of measure. The manner of writing
kat
.
t
.
ha¯ values in Grierson is:20
The notation for the dhu¯r unit is:21
The form of the mark for kat
.
t
.
ha¯, ð, is similar to the mark used for writing chat
.
a¯m
.
k in the same specimen:22
Govinda Jha¯’s example in Figure 21 corroborates the assertion that the signs for kat
.
t
.
ha¯ and chat
.
a¯m
.
k in
Grierson are identical. Jha¯ shows the writing of measures using the quantity mark (represented by the
Devanagari avagraha), which is similar to the use of the same sign in Ra¯ya, as shown in Figure 22. Based
on such use, it is highly likely that Grierson’s sign for kat
.
t
.
ha¯ is either variant of north indic quantity
mark or identical to it. Thus, the kat
.
t
.
ha¯ sign may be unified with the quantity mark.
Grierson’s sign õ used for writing the dhu¯r unit is entirely distinct from the north indic quantity mark.
However, it is unclear whether õ is an independent sign or a composite character created by writing the
kat
.
t
.
ha¯ sign ð twice. Grierson is the only source in which the dhu¯r unit is written in this manner. Jha¯ shows
20 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV. 21 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV. 22 Grierson, 1899: Plate IV.
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the use of the quantity mark (represented as avagraha) for writing the dhu¯r unit (Figure 21). On account
of insufficient information for Grierson’s dhu¯r sign, it is not being proposed for encoding at present. Given
the use of the quantity sign in the available specimens to write both weights and measures, the dhu¯r unit
may be adequately represented by the north indic quantity mark. Grierson’s dhu¯r sign õ be produced,
if necessary, by writing the north indic quantity mark twice as ÷÷.
7 Relationship to Other Indic Numeric Notation Systems
There are several historical and contemporary regional numeric notation systems associated with Indic writ-
ing systems. A brief description of the method of writing fractions and unit marks in these systems is given
here for the purpose of illustrating the distinctiveness of the north Indic numeric notation system.
7.1 Gujarati Fraction Signs
In 2004, the Government of India presented a proposal (L2/04-358) to encode the fractions one-quarter
(ã), one-half (ä), and three-quarters (å) as part of the Gujarati block under the names gujarati sign pao,
gujarati sign aadho, and gujarati sign pono, respectively. The proposal provided an excerpt from a
Gujarati newspaper that illustrated the use of fractions in modern Gujarati orthography to denote time (see
Figure 29). In his response to the proposal, Eric Muller wrote that the fractions are also used to write
quantities than other time.23 Indeed, as is shown here, the fractions are used to write currency, weight,
measure, and time values. The use of fraction signs to denote time is not a practice unique to Gujarati; they
are also used to denote time in Hindi written in the Devanagari script (see Figure 23).
The signs proposed by the Government of India — gujarati sign pao, gujarati sign addho, and gu-
jarati sign pono — are identical to those proposed here — north indic fraction one quarter, north
indic fraction one quarter, and north indic fraction three quarters. Therefore, the three Gujarati
fractions should not be encoded separately in the Gujarati block, but should be unified with the signs pro-
posed here (and the code charts commented to reference the regional equivalents). The uniform structure
and semantics of fraction signs in the Devanagari and Gujarati scripts further support the recommendation
that such number forms be encoded in a script-independent block suitable for use in all scripts.
7.2 Bengali Currency and Fraction Numeration Marks
There existed in Bengal a numeric notation system as complete as the one used in north India. Bengali has
several script-specific signs for currency notation, which are already encoded in the UCS:
  u+09F2 bengali rupee mark
 u+09F3 bengali rupee sign
 u+09F4 bengali currency numerator one
 u+09F5 bengali currency numerator two
 u+09F6 bengali currency numerator three
 u+09F7 bengali currency numerator four
 u+09F8 bengali currency numerator one less than the denominator
 u+09F9 bengali currency denominator sixteen
23 Muller, 2004.
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In writing currency values and other quantities, the Bengali system uses a combination of digits and “cur-
rency numerators” (see Figure 31).24 But, similar to the north Indic currency system, the Bengali system has
the units rupaya¯ (pY) [or t
.
a¯ka¯ (TAkA)], a¯na¯ (aAnA), and pa¯ı¯ (pA). The rupaya¯ unit is written with digits and
is marked with   u+09F2 bengali rupee mark, which is written after the unit: 7  “7 rupaya¯.” The a¯na¯
unit is written with currency numerators and is marked with  u+09F9 bengali currency denominator
sixteen, which is placed after the unit:  “11 a¯na¯.” Only one currency mark is used when multiple units
are written. This sign is typically the sign for the smallest unit. When rupaya¯ and a¯na¯ values are written
together, the Bengali rupee mark is dropped and only the a¯na¯ mark is used: “15 rupaya¯ and 3 a¯na¯” is written
as 15, not as 15  or as 15 . In the north Indic system, the value “15 rupaya¯ and 3 a¯na¯” is written as
15îâ.
The major difference between the Bengali and north Indic systems is the method of representing fractions.
Whereas the Bengali system uses currency numerators, the north Indic system uses additive fraction signs.
Nevertheless, the conversion between the two is relatively systematic:
1⁄16 à north indic fraction one sixteenth u+09F4 bengali currency numerator one
1⁄8 á north indic fraction one eighth u+09F5 bengali currency numerator two
3⁄16 â north indic fraction three sixteenths u+09F6 bengali currency numerator three
1⁄4 ã north indic fraction one quarter u+09F7 bengali currency numerator four
1⁄2 ä north indic fraction one half u+09F7 bengali currency numerator four (written twice)
3⁄4 å north indic fraction three quarters u+09F8 bengali currency numerator one less than the denominator
7.3 Malayalam Fractions and Letter-Numerals
Numeric notation in South Indic scripts is represented through the the decimal system (an˙gapalli) and an
alphabetic system (aks
.
arapalli). The decimal system corresponds to the Arabic digits, while the alphabetic
system uses the letters of a script to represent numbers. N. Ganesan submitted a proposal (L2/06-260) to
encode Malayalam fractions and letter-numerals in the UCS within a block named “South Indian Supple-
ment.”
The manner of representing numeric notation in Malayalam differs significantly from the north Indic scripts.
For example,( u+0D28 malayalam letter na represents “1” (Figure 32). Malayalam fractions are also
written in a fashion entirely distinct from the north Indic method (Figure 33).
7.4 Raqm Rupee Mark and Fraction Signs
The Õ¯P raqm numerals (also known as AJ
 siya¯q) are an extension of the Perso-Arabic script used for
numeric notation in South Asia. These numerals were used mostly commonly in commercial and legal
24 The use of the term “currency numerators” for these signs is incorrect because they are used for writing other quantities as well.
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documents. Unlike the Arabic-Indic and Eastern Arabic-Indic digits, Raqm numerals are written right-to-
left.
Raqm has four signs for writing fractions. It also has a currency mark. The fraction 1⁄4 is indicated by the
sign ð; the fraction 1⁄2 by the sign ñ; the fraction 3⁄4 by the sign ò; and a whole by the sign ó. The currency
mark has the shape  and is used to write rupee values. The currency mark appears after the fraction sign
when currency values are written:

ñA “10 rupaya¯ and 8 a¯na¯.” The pa¯ı¯ value is also written with the
currency mark, and in some cases the word “úGAK” pa¯ı¯ is written after the mark: úGAK

ñó “one a¯na¯ and 6 pa¯ı¯.”
In the north Indic system, the value “one a¯na¯ and 6 pa¯ı¯” would be written as àîä.
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A83
0 ã
1 ä
2 å
3 à
4 á
5 â
6 æ
7 û
8 î
9 ÷
A
B
C
D
E
F
Common Indic Number Forms
A830;NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE QUARTER;No;0;L;;;;1/4;N;;;;;
A831;NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE HALF;No;0;L;;;;1/2;N;;;;;
A832;NORTH INDIC FRACTION THREE QUARTERS;No;0;L;;;;3/4;N;;;;;
A833;NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE SIXTEENTH;No;0;L;;;;1/16;N;;;;;
A834;NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE EIGHTH;No;0;L;;;;1/8;N;;;;;
A835;NORTH INDIC FRACTION THREE SIXTEENTHS;No;0;L;;;;3/16;N;;;;;
A836;NORTH INDIC QUARTER MARK;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A837;NORTH INDIC PLACEHOLDER MARK;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A838;NORTH INDIC RUPEE MARK;Sc;0;ET;;;;;N;;;;;
A839;NORTH INDIC QUANTITY MARK;So;0;ET;;;;;N;;;;;
A83A;<reserved>
A83B;<reserved>
A83C;<reserved>
A83D;<reserved>
A83E;<reserved>
A83F;<reserved>
Table 1: Character names and properties for the north Indic number forms.
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Figure 1: Currency, weights, and measures marks found in Kaithi documents (from Grierson, 1899:
Plate IV).
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Figure 2: Method of writing currency values in Kaithi using fractions and the rupee mark (from
Grierson, 1903b: 9).
Figure 3: Excerpt from a Gujarati-Marathi dictionary showing the forms of regular and independent
fractions in Gujarati and Devanagari (from Dharmadhikari, 1967: 436).
Figure 4: An excerpt from a Gujarati grammar showing the writing of fractions after a zero (from
Tisdall, 1961: 86).
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Figure 5: A specimen showing the use of fractions and the currency symbol to write a¯na¯ and pa¯ı¯
in the Mahajani script (from Maha¯janı¯sa¯rahissa¯avvalavadoyama, 18–?: 12).
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Figure 6: Pricelist for books showing the use of the rupee mark.
Digits and fractions are used to denote rupee and a¯na¯ values.
Figure 7: Pricelist for books showing the use of the rupee mark.
Digits and fractions are used to denote rupee and a¯na¯ values.
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Figure 8: Title page showing the use of
fractions to denote price. The abbrevia-
tion for the word rupaya¯ in Devanagari is
used in place of the rupee mark.
Figure 9: Title page showing the use of the
rupee mark and fractions to denote price.
Figure 10: The use of the rupee mark
in Devanagari text (Maha¯janı¯sa¯rahissa¯-
avvalavadoyama, 18–?: 49).
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Figure 11: Title page showing the use of the rupee mark and frac-
tion signs to denote price in the Gurmukhi script. The Latin right-
parenthesis is used for the rupee mark.
Figure 12: The use of Latin right-parenthesis for the rupee mark in
Gurmukhi text (from Na¯ra¯, 1973: 512).
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Figure 13: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar showing the conventional method of writing currency
values (from Green, 1895: 153).
Figure 14: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar showing variant forms of the angled fractions (from
Greaves, 1921: 423–424).
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Figure 15: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar showing the conventional method of writing currency
values (from Vajpeyee, 1946: 24).
Figure 16: An excerpt from a Marathi grammar showing the writing of fractions (from Bhide,
1889: 80).
Figure 17: An excerpt from a Marathi grammar showing variant forms of the independent fractions
(from Navalkar, 1925: 80). COmpare the use of base-line dots to the mid-point dots used in Figure
16.
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Figure 18: An excerpt from a Marathi grammar showing the writing of the placeholder mark (from
Darby, 1915: 106).
Figure 19: An excerpt from a Marathi dictionary for the entry a›F (al
.
ı¯), whose third definition
describes the placeholder mark and shows its historical variants (from Molesworth, 1857: 58).
Figure 20: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar showing the conventional method of writing currency
values (from Kellogg, 1893: 147).
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Figure 21: A table showing the method of writing measures and currency notation in the Maithili
script (from Jha¯, 1999: 691). Example (A) shows notation for measures using avagraha to rep-
resent the north indic quantity mark. Example (B) shows currency notation using the Latin
right-parenthesis to represent the north indic rupee mark.
Figure 22: A method of writing currency — pa¯ı¯ (pAI), a¯na¯ (aAnA), and t
.
a¯ka¯ (VAkA) — and weight
— kanama¯ (knmA) and ser (s˜r) — in the Maithili script (from Raya, 1970?: 39). The rupee mark
used here resembles the right-parenthesis. The bengali currency numerator one, bengali
currency numerator two, and the Maithili form of bengali currency numerator three, ˘,
are used to write the quarter units of currency.
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Figure 23: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar indicating the use of fractions to write time notation
(Porˇízka, 1972: 162).
Figure 24: Excerpt from a Hindi grammar showing the conventional method of writing currency
values (from Porˇízka, 1972: 514).
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Figure 25: Excerpts from a Hindi grammar illustrating the writing of currency and weight notation in Devanagari using the currency and quantity
marks (from Scholberg, 1940: 89–91).
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Figure 26: An excerpt from Peshwa records in Devanagari transliteration from Modi script showing
the use of the placeholder mark (from Sardesai, 1932: 143). The currency notation 108ûá indicates
“108 rupaya¯, 0 pavalı¯, and 2 a¯na¯.”
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Figure 27: A specimen from the Nirnaya-Sagar Devanagari font showing the placeholder mark and
the six fractions signs (from Naik, 1971: Table 57, after p.337). It is likely that the signs for the
fractions 1⁄4 and 1⁄2 were also used to represent dan
.
d
.
a¯ and double dan
.
d
.
a¯, or vice versa.
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Figure 28: A specimen showing the placeholder mark, quantity mark, and three fraction signs as
available in the Monotype Devanagari font for the Monotype machine (from Naik, 1971: Table 61,
after p.396). The star after the matrix number indicates outside-characters. The Monotype Devana-
gari design is based on Nirnaya-Sagar Pica No. 1. The glyph labeled “7/265” is the north indic
quantity mark; “12/118” is the north indic placeholder mark; and “12/266,” “12/267,” and
“12/268” are north indic fraction one sixteenth, north indic fraction one eighth, and
north indic fraction three sixteenths, respectively. Glyphs for the fractions one quarter, one
half, and three quarters are absent, but presumably, might be created through additive application
of the dan
.
d
.
a¯. Note the distinct between the north indic quantity mark and the avagraha, which
appears as glyph “7/219.”
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1. In a New Paper “Vadodara Sandesh”, Vadodara. 
Figure 29: Annexure II from the proposal submitted by the Government of India to encode Gujarati
fractions (from Government of India, 2004). The fraction signs appear in an advertisement for
movie theaters printed in the Vadodara Sandesh from August 24, 2004. They represent 15 (ã), 30
(ä), or 45 (å) minutes of an hour. The times shown for the pao examples are 12:15, 3:15, 7:15, and
9:15. The times shown for the addho examples are 3:30, 7:30, and 9:30. The times shown for the
pono example are 12:45, 3:45, 7:45, and 9:45.
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Figure 30: Use of fraction signs and the rupee mark in the Takri script (from Leitner, 1883?: Set 4,
Table 7 and Table 8).
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Figure 31: Method of writing fractions and currency in the Bengali script (from Grierson, 1903a:
29).
Figure 32: Method of writing numerals in Malayalam (from Ganesan, 2006).
Figure 33: Method of writing fractions in Malayalam (from Ganesan, 2006).
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